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Executive Summary
As the developed world evolves individuals and collective groups be they corporations, councils or NGOs are
increasingly overwhelmed with choices and data. The Internet of Things gives us the opportunity to harness this and
enable better decision at all levels, and simplify, automate and place power into daily processes & lives.

AREAS
•

What makes a Smart City

•

City services and Aspirations

•

City & citizen pain points that could be solved with IoT solutions.

•

Consider who owns the data and how can it be used – The Value/Data Conundrum

Connect

Collect
Data

Analyze

Transform

Smart City

Cities are made up of citizens, scholars, businesses, buildings, infrastructure, tourists & commuters; supported by
administrative bodies.
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Challenges Faced by Cities – Thrive & Resilience
UTILITIES – Securing Supply

TRANSPORT - Needs Efficiency.

• Waste bins that are overloaded, while others are
over collected.
• Transporting to landfills out of municipality.

• Right place, Right time, Reduce Congestion
• Shared services
• Identifying over or under-maintenance of
vehicles.
• “Wrong” sizing of fleets causing over-capacity
and under-utilization.
• Determining plowing progress of critical
roadways in inclement weather.
• Monitoring unsafe driving
• Reducing pervasive idling.

Recycling and waste management.
Water distribution and reclamation.

• Inefficient systems typically lose 70% of water
from filtration plant to tap.
• Grey water mixed with black water – almost
impossible to separate and reclaim.

Electricity distribution.

Public & Private

• Losing electricity through inefficient transmission
– which increases with distance.
• Manual metering of usage.

• Load shedding to avoid brown and
black outs.
Safety, Security & Privacy
Reducing crime rates with overloaded
police departments.
Traffic signal downtime causing unsafe
conditions.
Proper lighting in common areas during
peak hours.

Sustainable City Services

Enabling Connected Communities

Software Defined Cities
City As a Platform
Citizens &
Community

Health &
Wellbeing

Transport &
Logistics

Smart
Energy

Pollution &
Heat Island

Water &
Waste

Smart
Building

Connected City Infrastructures

SMART technologies from Sensor to Cloud enhancing and enabling
better decision making across each sector. This is predicated on shared
data and information

Typical Smart City Aspirations
Verticals

Social & Economic

• Transport & Travel

• Thriving, inclusive, diverse
communities
• Safe, Secure, Resilient
• Employment – opportunities
for all company or individual
• Education - best in class
• Healthcare – managed,
affordable services

– Cost effective
– Carbon neutral

• Utilities
– Always available, optimised &
affordable

• Retail
– Omni channel, blended
facilities

Shared, optimised services in communities

Research Insights
The infrastructure is aging, and it takes time to phase out old technology.
Pluggable components will be critical to city IoT solutions.

Finding a consistent funding vehicle for large technology upgrades can be difficult.
Providing Business Modeling is key to success.
Building connections to all endpoints is challenging.
Just providing network carrier abstraction solutions will fulfill a basic need (if nothing else).
Data collection isn’t currently optimised for efficiency and cost efficacy.
Edge analytics and focused data collection will be a big IoT benefit in showing reduction of costs.
The practice of government owning and managing everything is changing.
Administrations are slowly opening up to the idea of equipment leasing and subscription-based services.
Open data initiatives are gaining traction globally.
There exists a large concern on public data usage yet this is where the opportunity lies
Cities are more likely to adopt solutions if other cities were successful.

Security and Trust are a
huge issue for most
governments,
corporations and
citizens.
Increased lack of trust in
usage and storage of
data

Increased risk of data
attack; personal and
collective

Cities need to relieve pain points and review business models IoT
brings an opportunity to be at the heart of change. They must be in
step with public opinion on data security and provision.

Smart Living - sensed data to help citizens, governments
& businesses manage resources effectively
– Data comes from many sources – Acquire – Analyse – Act
– Different needs for different
– via a Connected, Secured,
stakeholders
Managed Internet of Things
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Citizen/Worker Day in the Life
Home

School(drop)

Work

Shop

Play
Reverse

Travel

Learn

Create

Provision

Exercise

Technology will be adaptive, data will be readily available and enhance
processes and decisions.
We don’t think ‘what vertical am in now?’ as we go through our day; our day flows
and technology needs to be a seamless, integrated part of HOW we manage our day

Business Transformation Through Service
Creation
Data Services & Analytics

Connect & Protect

Configure & Manage

Securely transmit, store, integrate, and analyze
big data while utilizing intelligent algorithms at
the edge to optimize performance.

Securely connect edge devices to
the cloud and beyond

Remotely manage complete solutions
from edge to data center

Protect
Connect

Collect
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Analyze

Transform
Service Enablement
via Developer Engagement
Developer outreach and API portals allow
enterprises to engage developers to unlock the
power of community innovation for IoT

Rapid Service Creation

API

API creation & management enables business process
integration, mash-up IOT API data with existing enterprise
systems, & broker APIs with partners.

When you have all this data what do you do with it?
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Recommendations for Cities
Create Secure, Interoperable, pluggable and distributed architecture to work for a variety of scenarios.

A city’s approach to upgrades necessitates a solution where specific capabilities can be implemented in phases, and to slices of
the infrastructure. This means that parts of the new systems will need to talk to old systems (mainframes, legacy apps, proprietary
solutions). Security must be device to cloud.

Optimise infrastructure that already exists.

Many cities already have smart devices deployed across the city that just need to be connected. Cities seem to be tiring of laying
fiber, pricing carriers, handling line-of-sight issues, and ensuring privacy and security. Providing this basic need will provide a better
ROI on the existing infrastructure for cities and corporations. Inclusion is critical

Provide tighter security on end-point devices.

Many cities are deploying endpoints that are not secured leaving room for personal and collective attack. Cities have a
responsibility & duty of care.

Investing in Infrastructure
Most city projects will be Brownfield, and will be upgraded in long phases as money is available.
Decision makers will vary by city and project. Project managers lobby for issues they feel are important, and money
gets extended to those who can show the most promising outcomes. Consider & Agree Who has access and at what
level? aggregated?/tagged/identified etc

Security and privacy are top of mind for many & critical for resilience

Traffic Equipment Maintenance
Problem: Traffic equipment failures mainly rely on crowd sourcing to identify the

problem, which contributed greatly to traffic congestion and poor air quality.

Solution: They hired an agency to connect cameras, signs, and speed detectors
across the state.

Value:

The state reliably can monitor traffic systems, reduce the need for deploying
manual workers, support traffic loads, and strengthen public safety.
Consumers benefit from improved safety and quality of life on the roads.

How It Works
Previously (and still, in some cases)
had a more traditional system where
traffic devices all operated
independently and couldn’t
communicate outages or failures. The
state would rely on citizens, law
enforcement, utility companies, and
the media to report issues. A ticket
would be created, and a worker would
be deployed to first identify that a
problem existed and what it may be,
without necessarily fixing the problem.
As a result they began to deploy smart
devices that were capable of:
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1. Smart signal capable of reporting its status,
potential failure points.
2. Ethernet connectivity from signals to cabinet,
and cabinet to “control center”.
3. Ethernet has been the big driver, but now
more open to mobile carriers with prices
dropping.
4. Data collection to control center through allin-one solution
5. Engineers monitor devices across a corridor
to ensure they are online and can
troubleshoot problems.
6. Deploy humans if problem needs to be
verified or corrected.

Opportunity
 Cost-effective connectivity
1. Ethernet has been the big driver (and gov’t
likes having their own infrastructure, instead of
leasing), but laying cable for 9000 signals and
4500 closed-circuit cameras is challenging.
2. Becoming more open to cellular networks to
pay cheaper prices.
3. Big benefit to showing value of IoT is
reduction of costs (stop paying for the power
costs for non-functioning signals because of
lack of data).

4. Common on metropolitan infrastructures to
have smart signals on a system that are able
to communicate, but the infrastructure is not
there due to cost (roughly 80% connected,
and 20% not connected in major urban areas).
 Increased throughput for better data flow

Example Use
Case
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Framing a City
Values
• Reduction of costs.
• Improving resource usage.

Funding Models

The path of least resistance is to align to a city’s budget planning cycle.
• Annual/Bi-annual budget – YoY spend
– Standard budgeting follows a bottoms-up process. Top-down mandates occur less often, unless it’s tied to a
city/state/federal initiative.
• Grants, bonds, and levies – Up front capital
– Grants, bonds, and levies can occur for critical initiatives, but not reliably.

Sales Lead Times
• City budgets are annual or bi-annual, so lead time could be upwards of 1-2yrs.

GTM Stakeholders

Start with Influencers and they’ll make a case for Decision Makers.
• Influencers
– Typically the CIO’s and IT Managers.
– Responsible for technology project/budget strategy and serving other departmental needs (domain experts).
• Decision Makers
– Typically Mayors, City Council and Operations.
– Responsible for approving the budget.

